
The Knapp and Papermill – a summary of the management plan 

Brief Description 
The Knapp and Papermill Nature Reserve is situated to the south of the village of Alfrick in 
west Worcestershire. The reserve runs on a north-south alignment, following the deeply 
incised valley of the Leigh Brook, the site mainly occupying the valley’s western slopes. 
The scenically varied and extensive 27 hectare site comprises sloping valley-side broadleaf  
woodlands of semi-natural and ancient origin, some managed as coppice in the past, 
interspersed by a series of meadow and pasture grasslands. An additional field of herb-rich 
meadow type flora occurs on the hilltop along the western edge of the reserve, known as 
Tor Meadow. Other habitat/terrain within the valley includes damp alder woodland, an old 
apple orchard, a wildlife garden (attached to the warden’s house), a number of small ponds 
and spring-line flushes and the Brook course itself, which is nearly 1.5 km long with 
associated riparian habitat.   
 
The reserve lies within the Malvern Hills AONB and the Teme Valley Living Landscape Area.   
 
Most of the reserve (the Papermill area) has been managed as a nature reserve since 1971.  
The remainder (the Knapp area) has been managed as a reserve since 1968.   

 

Management Aims 

The long-term aim is to ensure there is no loss of quality and condition in the grassland, 
woodland, orchard and riparian habitats within the factors for which we have control. 

The ancient woodland areas will be managed to provide age variation and structure in the 
trees, shrubs and ground flora with some blocks of understory coppice-with-standards on 
short rotation. Woodland glades will be provided at the edge of the grasslands to create the 
necessary corridors and ecotones for wildlife to move between woodland, scrub and 
grasslands.  
 
The orchard and other fruit trees on the reserve will be pruned to prolong the life of the old 
trees and gaps will be planted into with new trees, of suitable local variety, to maintain 
structural and age diversity.  
 
Management of the grasslands will continue, with Big and Tor meadow as hay meadows and 
the Orchard, Papermill and Daffodil meadow as pasture.  Within the pasture the extent of 
scrub will be kept at limits linked to the needs of bats and invertebrates.  
 
As part owners of a small section of the Leigh Brook we do not have overall control over 
factors that may alter the water quality as it flows through the reserve, however our 
management aim will to be ensure that the primary qualities of the brook are managed for 
by opening up areas of the bankside and leaving deadwood in and along the watercourse.  
 
 
 
 
 



Rationale 
 
Within the Knapp and Papermill’s range of diverse habitats can be found nationally 
important mammals, including 11 species of bat, dormice and otter; invertebrates, 
especially butterflies such as white admiral, moths such as alder kitten and the noble chafer 
along with lowland grassland flowers and grasses.  Our management reflects these species 
requirements and look to maintain and where possible enhance and extend populations of 
species of conservation concern.       
 
 
Summary of Management 
 
Grassland areas: 

• Carry out late hay cutting in Big and Tor Meadow. 
• Follow up the hay cuts in Big and Tor meadow with aftermath grazing using either 

sheep or cattle.  
• Graze Papermill meadow as a pasture using low densities of cattle. 
• Control injurious weeds to prevent them occupying more than 5% of the sward. 
• Prevent encroachment from scrub and bramble. 
• Monitor the grassland to assess management. 

 
Woodland areas:  
• Restore coppice between the brook and Big Meadow, and the block at the top of 

Papermill Meadow, primarily on short rotation coppice of 10 years depending on annual 
growth 

• Create woodland edge bands of scrub and glades along part of the north western edge 
of Big Meadow, the orchard and some woodland paths  

• Restore ancient woodland in areas that are not coppice or glade 
• Protect re-growth as required from deer and rabbit damage  

 
 
Orchard: 

• Restore and maintain the large fruit trees through sympathetic pruning 
• Maintain deadwood wherever possible – both standing and fallen. 
• Manage the grassland within the orchards by grazing with sheep and cattle where 

possible. Ensure the presence of umbellifers within the orchards as an important 
nectar source for the noble chafer 

 
 
Pools and Riparian Habitat: 

• Control invasive or dominating plant species such as Himalayan balsam 
• Restore a coppice rotation to the bankside trees 
• Allow rotting wooden debris to stay in-situ where appropriate 
• Control invasive or dominating plant species such as Himalayan balsam near pools  
• Coppice trees on pool and slope sides on rotation 
• Restore the orchard pool to provide open water and marshy edges for wildlife  

 


